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8.8in. x 5.8in. x 0.8in.Environmental issues have become increasing ly prominent in local
strug g les, national debates, and international policies. In response, scholars are paying more
attention to conventional politics and to more broadly defined relations of power and
difference in the interactions between human g roups and their biophysical environments. Such
issues are at the heart of the relatively new interdisciplinary field of political ecolog y, forg ed at
the intersection of political economy and cultural ecolog y. This volume provides a toolkit of
vital concepts and a set of research models and analytic frameworks for researchers at all levels.
The two opening chapters trace rich traditions of thoug ht and practice that inform current
approaches to political ecolog y. They point to the entang led relationship between humans,
politics, economies, and environments at the dawn of the twenty-first century and address
challeng es that scholars face in navig ating the blurring boundaries among relevant fields of
enquiry. The twelve case studies that follow demonstrate ways that culture and politics serve to
mediate human-environmental relationships in specific ecolog ical and g eog raphical contexts.
Taken tog ether, they describe uses of and conflicts over resources including land, water, soil,
trees, biodiversity, money, knowledg e,...
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R e vie ws
It is fantastic and g reat. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Gunne r La ng
This pdf is definitely worth g etting . Better then never, thoug h i am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding , once you beg in to read the book.
-- Je ra mie Da vis
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